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Subsequent observations revealed architecture, evidenceo f civilization and even religion, which invited interpretation and conjecture:
Had the devoteeso ft hese temples gone the way of all living, or weret he latter merely historical monuments? What did the ingenious builders mean by the globe surrounded by flames? Did they by this recordany past calamity of their world, or predict anyfuture one of ours? 2 The excited response of manyreaders of these articles has led to the six NewY ork Sun articles'c lassification as ah oax, but Michael J. Crowec laims that RichardA dams Locke, their author,i ntended them to be parodic of the moref anciful turns of astronomical speculation. 3 They certainly incorporate important aspects of the plurality-of-worlds debate in the nineteenth century; there is the issue of scopic power and with it the expectation that anew generation of telescope would reveal new levels of visual detail, perhaps providing evidenceo fc ivilization and historyo no ther planets. The want of 'decorum'a mong the bat-men, herea larming af astidious and imaginarya stronomer for comiceffect, reflects anxieties about the proprietyofe ven imagining alternate forms of life on other planets -aproblem that intensified as one considered the possibilityofh uman-likeb eings and their higher faculties. The lunar monuments described in the passage above indicate not only indigenous culture and intelligence, but also,the author speculates, an awareness of futureterrestrial history. Uncertaintya st ow hether the enflamed globe represents another world'sp ast or Earth's fate not only suggests that differentcelestial bodies maypossess variations of a common history, but also untethers celestial historyf romas ingle chronological sequenceand problematizes anarrativeofhuman progress: either these lunar beings havet he gift of prophecy,o rt he entire historyo fh uman civilization (including our planet's apocalyptic ending) has in some sense already happened.
This article examines the cultural and intellectual interaction between optical technologies and historical concepts in the plurality-of-worlds debate in the nineteenth century. The enhanced powers of the telescope and spectroscope, described by RichardA .P roctor in 1870 as ' light-gatherer'a nd ' light-sifter'r espectively, encouraged claims that Earth did not possess as ingular and special status in the historyo fc reation and speculation as to the existencea nd character of our fellow beings in the universe. 4 My claim is that in addition to the fanciful speculations of astronomers who imagined beings and worlds beyondt he limited capacities of their instruments, there was another stage of these conjectures, which was to imagine the historyofother worlds. This imaginativestep allowed new reflections on historyitself, and the concept of pluralityw as inflected by,and became an expression of, different historiographical stances during the nineteenth century.
Pluralist speculation was both amarginal branch of astronomy(in relation to the moreempirical study of positional astronomy), and apopular one (texts on plurality ran to multiple editions). It also served as aporous field between scientific and wider, metaphysical cultures of enquiry; Thomas De Quincey commented on the nebular debate in 1846 and his response to the alleged discoveries of Lord Rosse's telescope was notable for its departures from scientific caution and his use of fantastical literary imageryt oe xplore the significanceo fa na stronomical discovery. The mid-century phase of the debate, befores pectrum analysis had closed down the nebular controversy,w as the period when arguments for and against pluralityw eret ied up with ah ost of other discussions. These included the composition and dynamics of nebulae, the limits to analogical and inductiver easoning,a nd the question of how other academic disciplines -g eology,biology and evenhistory-might interact with astronomical knowledge. William Whewell (then president of the British Association for the Advancement of Science) and David Brewster argued respectively against and for pluralityintwo high-circulation and repeatedly reprinted texts: Of the Plurality of Worlds: An Essay (1853) and More Worlds than One: The Creed of the Philosopher and the Hope of the Christian (1854).
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My analysis of nebular controversies focusses on the articulation of various disciplinaryq uestions that the imagination of unseen worlds provoked.
The section titled 'A stral projection'w ill showh ow,b yt he 1870s and 1880s, the evidenceo fs pectrum analysis had indicated that other worlds werel ikely to be composed of similar materials to our own and the conception of other worlds as counterparts of Earth was taken up by astronomers and writers of fiction alike. 6 The tendency of the pluralist astronomical imagination was to undermine ag eocentric view of the universe; also,the recognition of light as historical information, travelling throughthe universe at afinite speed, made it possible to imagine multiple observers in space, receiving each other'sh istories as light transmissions. 7 Astronomers' imaginativeself-projections into the cosmos rendered spaceasaninterplanetaryand historical web of telescopic gazes. This phase in plurality, in which enhanced optical technologies invigorated astronomical speculation, exemplifies howa dvances in instrumentation did not necessarily assist the general rise of scientific objectivitythat Lorraine Daston and Galison describe. 8 Thefi nals ectionw ille xamineh ow thea nti-providentialist historiographyo f Louis AugusteBlanqui'sastronomicalhypothesisof 1872, as well as theastralfigures that appear in FriedrichN ietzsche's second meditation on theu se of history,u sed thec oncepto fp lurality to critique thec ulturalc omplacency of equating history with progress.T hisa rticled oesn ot wish to arguea gainstt he established account of nineteenth-centuryi ntellectual history as ap rocess of disciplinary formationwhichf or historical thought involvedi ts transformationf romaromantic to a scientific fieldofstudy.
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It does show,however,thatbymaking lightthe signatureof celestialcomposition (asspectralanalysisaffirmed), andofuniversalhistory (asthe transmission of thep astt hrough space),s cientific analysise nabled philosophical critiques of human singularityinthe cosmos;and thesecritiques invoked plurality in ordertodoso. Blanqui'shistoriographical declaration'there'snoprogress!'is, he tells us,' just as implec onclusionb ased on spectrala nalysisa nd Laplace's cosmogony'.
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Historym ay have become an increasingly scientific andp ositivist discipline by thee nd of thec entury,a sJ anna nd Dowling have shown; 11 butt he stagingo fm ultipleh istories among thes tarst hankst ot he informationo ft he telescope andspectroscopeallowed critics such as Blanquiand Nietzschetoturnan empiricalm odel of knowledgea ss teadilya dditivea nd accumulative against itself. Pluralityservedasaproposition that allowedthe relations between disciplines to be contesteda nd rearticulated,a nd was one in which historical concepts were always involved.
II. Nebulae and history: a' philosophical romance'
Thomas Chalmers'influential contributions to the pluralitydebate included warnings against unbridled cosmic speculation, and the anticipation of at ime when optical proof of other worlds would recast pluralityfromaspeculativeproposition to proven knowledge. The influenceo fh is AS eries of Discourses on the Christian Revelation: Viewed in Connection with the ModernA stronomy (1817) is seen in the rapid republication of his work (nine reprintings and 20,000 copies in 1817 alone) and in the contemporarya ttention it drew.
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The author of a3 0-page response in the British Review described Chalmers as 'a fixed star in that firmament of science, which he has taught to shine with the radianceoft he Gospel' and Alexander Maxwell published a full-length response to Chalmers in 1817. 13 Chalmers also established terms for the debate which would be repeatedly referredt oi nt he nineteenth century, for example his distrust of the imaginative leaps that could be occasioned by analogical reasoning, and his turn to the microscope to counteract the vertiginous cosmic scale apprehended by the telescope.
14 He also identified the troubling implications of pluralityf or the Christian belief in God'ss pecial care of mankind on Earth, and cited apassage from the Psalms that would be requoted by Whewell, Brewster and Proctor:
When Iconsider thyheavens, the work of thyfingers, the moon and the stars, which thou hast ordained; What is man, that you artmindful of him? and the son of man, that thou should visitest him? 15 Chalmers'response to this anxietywas not to denypluralityonthe basis of scriptural orthodoxy.Instead, his argument was that correct scientific method would counteract unwarranted speculations of the kind modern astronomy was seen to have encouraged. Chalmers referred to the authorityo fs ciencei no rder to protect the Christian values of pietyand humility, and simultaneously to safeguardthe belief that the creator extended as pecial care to mankind. The object of the questions (on the natureo f' man'a nd 'the son of man') must, in this context, refer to their contested singularityi nt he universe.
The Second Discourse, 'The Modestyo fT rue Science' ,b egan with praise for Newton's steadfast empiricism by which no theoryi sa ccepted without evidence. 'A ll the sublime truths of modern astronomylie within the field of actual observation' he wrote, 'and havet he firm evidencet or est upon of all that information which is conveyed to us by the avenue of the senses.' 16 As the title of the discourse implied, sciencew as divided into the true and the false. Newtonian empiricism was championed, and contrasted with that which is not properly science at all, rather a form of conjectural reasoning which sought to makeclaims about what couldnot be directly observed. Chalmers castigated thinkerswho 'havewinged their audacious way into forbidden regions -a nd ... have crossed that circle by which the field of observation is enclosed -a nd thereh ave ... debated and dogmatised with all the pride of amost intolerant assurance' . 17 Pluralityinthe nineteenth centurystimulated consideration of science's limits and propriety; the rejection hereofconjecturederived from analogywould find an echo later when William Whewell'sdenial of pluralitywas framed within the wider issue of the proper function of inductive reasoning in the sciences. 18 perfectly to supportone another,havethe same dignityasformal proofs'. 19 The object of Chalmers'a ttack was the mode of reasoning by analogyt hat concluded,f romt he existenceoflife on the one planet of which we haveempirical knowledge, that the same must be true on others. Later in the century, RichardP roctor would be obliged to defend pluralityf romt he accusation that it relied upon such crude analogies whose argument he summarized: 'The earth is aplanet, and Mars is aplanet, thereforewhat we knowabout the earth may be inferred respecting Mars, no account being taken of the known difference in the conditionsofthe two planets.'
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The movement from the known to the unknown producedthe invention of worlds, aprocessthat had morein common with literaturet han with proper scientific enquiry: Chalmers asked his readers to imagine that one of these philosophers made so extravagant ad eparture fromt he sobrietyo f experimental science as to pass on from the astronomyo ft he different planets, and to attempt the natural historyoftheir animal and vegetable kingdoms. He might get hold of some vague and general analogies, to throwanair of plausibilityaround his speculation. He mightpass from the botanyofthe different regions of the globe that we inhabit; and makehis loose and confident applications to each of the other planets, according to its distancefromthe sun, and the inclination of its axis to the plane of its annual revolution; and out of some such slender materials, he mayw ork up an amusing philosophical romance, full of ingenuity, and having,withal, the colour of truth and consistency spread over it. 21 The type of enquiryh ew as alarmed by -a nd characterized as 'romance' (in opposition to 'sobriety') was one which projected the natural historyofour own planet onto other celestial bodies by means of analogy. The futurecapacityofoptical technologies to provide empirical evidence of other worlds was one he did not, however,f oreclose; he imagined at ime when other worlds might become visible: 'Perhaps some large city, the metropolis of amightyempire, mayexpand into avisible spot by the powers of some futuret elescope'-an anticipation to which the Moon Hoax would respond.
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The reader was left in acurious position: awed by the wealth of creation, prepared to countenancethe existenceofother divinely ordained worlds, but prohibited from imagining their topographyand indigenous life. Chalmers described celestial speculation as an act of impossible hubris, using afigure that recalled Icarus and foreshadowed Proctor'sand Flammarion's celestial spirits: 'Hewings his fancy' to a'hazardous ... region and vainly strives apenetrating vision throughthe mantle of ... an obscurity'. the telescope, but made hypotheses of his owna bout the theological implications of other worlds and their histories: 'The Bible intimates that the historyo ft he redemption of our species is known in other partso ft he universe, and allows us to conjecturet hat other worlds mayb ec oncerned in the mysterious virtue of the atonement.' 24 In the same passage he even suggested the possibilityof'unfallen worlds' . Chalmers himself speculated that sin 'may have spread its desolation over all the planets of all the systems'-beforecatching himself and declaring 'hereIstop -n or shall Ia ttempt to grope my dark and fatiguing way, by another inch, among such sublime and mysterious secrecies' .
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He was apparently susceptible to the same temptations that he cautioned against.
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Thomas De Quincey made no attempt to restrain his cosmic theological fancies. In an extraordinarya rticle, 'System of the Heavens as Revealed by LordR osse's Te lescopes'( 1846), he took the nebular controversy as the occasion to interrogate, among other questions, the singularityo fo ur human historyi nt he universe. 27 J.P. Nichol had cautiously reported LordRosse'sclaim to havesolved the nebular debate, and De Quincey responded to the event in dramatic terms, announcing 'a new era for the human intellect'inanessaypublished by Tait, as Nichol's System of the World had been.
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The fanfareD eQ uincey sounded in response to this scientific discovery reminds us of the significance(and public impact) of the nebular debate, as Jonathan Smith has shown. 29 The mystery of these indistinct areas of light in the sky concerned the origins of the universe, and preoccupied advocates and deniers of the pluralityof worlds in the mid century. The relationship between pluralityand nebulae was made explicit by William Whewell who,after DavidBrewster'svociferous response to his Of the Plurality of Worlds,felt obliged to defend himself against Brewster'saccusation that he subscribed to the 'nebular hypothesis'( an expression he himself coined in his Bridgewater Treatise of 1833). In the Preface to the thirdedition of his work he wrote:
That the Nebulae are not in astate of progress towards becoming systems of worlds, is a doctrine prominently asserted and argued for in the following Essay:that the Nebulae are 
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in such as tate of progress, is commonly held in conjunction with the assertion of the Plurality of Worlds.
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The historical character of these remarksi sc lear:t he repeated phrase, 'state of progress',i ndicated development, and an understanding of planets'l ife-cycles as natural-historical phenomena. We should then expect questions of pluralityt oa ttend LordR osse's( premature and incorrect) declaration that the debate was over.T he largest telescope of its time appeared to have penetrated the Orion Nebula and revealed that its milky,luminous areasc ouldb e' resolved' by his telescope into separate points of light -s tars -a t tremendous and previously unimagined distances (Figure2). De Quincey stated that 'the theatretowhich he has introduced us, is immeasurably beyond the old one which he found', 31 and cast Rosse in the role of an imperatived emi-urge 'that says to the rebellious nebulae, -" Submit, and burst into blazing worlds!" that says to the gates of darkness, -"Roll back, ye barriers, and no longer hide from us the infinities of God!"'
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The revelation was curiously qualified however; 'he revealed morebyfar than he found' De Quincey added in at elling aside that established the spacef or his own 'discovery'. 33 When De Quincey contemplated the magnified image of the Orion Nebula, he recognized in it at errifying figuref romh istorical and literarya ntiquity:
Yo us ee ah ead thrown back, and raising its face, (or eyes, if eyes it had,) in the very anguish of hatred, to some unknown heavens. What should be its skull wears what might be an Assyrian tiara, only ending behind in afloating train ... .Brutalities unspeakable sit upon the upper lip,w hich is confluent with as nout; for separate nostrils therea re none ... .O ne is reminded by the phantom's attitude of ap assage, ever memorable in Milton: that passage, Im ean, whereD eath first becomesa ware, soon after the original trespass, of his own future empireo verman. 34 The act of resolving ad istant nebula, made possible by enhanced telescopicp ower, hereprojected the author'sreflections backwards in history, first to antiquitythen to the literary-mythological: in the nebula he recognized an object of Egyptian statuary from the British Museum, which then gave way to (or 'resolved' as) the figureofDeath in Milton's Paradise Lost.The pursuit of the material origin of the universe has been overlaid with another understanding of origin, as John Barrell explains: 'Itmay be that most primal scene of all, therefore, that De Quincey is figuring in the form of the original act of incestdescribed in Paradise Lost'.
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We should not overlook the two-way temporality of the scene, however; as well as staging aprimal mythological scene, this figureofdeath anticipated the ' future'catastrophe of man's fall, an anticipation which mayr ecall the telescopic revelation of the moon hoax: the depiction of earth's final destruction.
De Quincey'sv isions did not constitute ad irect intervention in the plurality debate. They did, nonetheless, in intense prose, demonstrate the wayt hat optical instruments stripped the gazing self of its groundedness in the realm of the non-visual senses, and facilitated the imagination of other beings in space.Inthe same essay, he distinguished humanity from the animal kingdom of 'brutes', for whom 'distance is probably not revealed to them except by a presence,viz., by some shadowoftheir own animality'. The mind projected by atelescope into spacewas untethered by presence, or proximity, as could be judged by the senses -w ith disorientation as aconsequence. When describing the 'mysteryofSpace' ,DeQuincey wrote: 'In realitythe depths and the heights which are in man, the depths by which he searches, the heights by which he aspires, are but projected and made objectivee xternally in the three dimensions of space which are outside of him'.
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Spaceh ad become a' theatre' upon which the phantasms of the interior and shadowy realms of the human mind couldb es taged; and De Quincey'sv ision was one which, unconstrained by the bodily sensation of 'presence', fleshed out its phantom subject with lips and snout (those bodily faculties which werestripped by optical technologies). For De Quincey,this fabulation of other beings was an effect of optical experience(the monster was upside down), as when he described the apparition (a shadowofthe observer) produced by certain atmospheric conditions at the Brocken peak in the Harz Mountains in ' Suspiria de Profundis' (1845). It was a'reflex of ... inner nature' which 'sometimes swervesout of my orbit, and mixes al ittle with alien natures' . 38 As with the Orion Nebula, at echnologically enhanced mode of seeing multiplied the self, making it an estranged lens-function which produced 'alien natures' .
The consequences of astronomy's excursions into deep spacef or historyw ere twofold. The first, for De Quincey,w as that reflection upon the respectivea ges and stages of planets'l ife-cycles made it possible to imagine eternitya saprocesso f historical return, and Earth as 'a Phoenix that is known to haves ecret processes for rebuilding herself out of her own ashes'.
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By adopting amodel of time as cyclical and endlessly-repeating (a seldom-observedi nstanceo f' eternal return'), De Quincey's vision of the nebula was amanner of expressing fear at asecularization of theological concepts, as Alex Murraymakes clear:'Cast free from [divine revelation] into aprocess of endless reflection we end up with ah orror of the phoenix, at the mercyo ft he infinite regresses of time and space, destined to repeat ad infinitum the resurrection without revelation'. 40 The second was another troubling transformation of theological cosmology; by replacing the benevolent gaze of the creator with morep urposeful observation by other intelligences( which will later in the centuryb ei magined as 'intellects vast and coola nd unsympathetic' 41 ), the universe couldb en otionally populated by other living beings in less or morea dvanced states of species and civilizational development, and this hypothesis then drew upon astronomy, geology, biology,e volutionaryt heoryi nvarious and contested configurations.
De Quincey'si dea of Earth's cyclical historyi nvoked unexpected affinities with geological science. He imagined Earth made unfamiliar by other topographies at previous points in its history: 'Wheret he south pole nows huts her frozen gates inhospitably against the intrusions of flesh, oncewereprobably accumulated the ribs of empires; man's imperial forehead, woman's roseate lips, gleamed upon ten thousand hills'. We arealso invited to think that 'little England' and her 'sweet pastoral rivulets' once contained 'a regal Ganges, that drained some hyperbolical continent'. 
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The imagination of imperial capitals in the polar regions on ap revious round of terrestrial historymay havebeen fanciful, but the imagination of England having had dramatic phases of its natural historywas less idiosyncratic: Charles Wycliffe Goodwin suggested in 1860 that nature had not always been governable on the British Isles: 'Grand, indeed, was the fauna of the British Islands in these early days. Tigers as large again as the biggest Asiatic species lurked in the ancient thickets; elephants of nearly twice the bulk of the largest individuals that nowexist in Africa or Ceylon roamed in herds.'
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The discoveries of astronomy, liket hose of geology and biology, provoked historical visions of other civilizations and animal life on the planet Earth, visions that werea menable to projection onto other planets and into deep space. These sources from the mid-nineteenth centurya re veryd ifferent, but they both exhibit ways in which biblical and mythological conceptionsofthe prehistoric past intermingled with an increasingly material understanding of the planet, the universe and their origins.
It was clearly enticing to apply the geological evidence of much earlier ages to ideas of the life of other planets. RichardP roctor captured the relationship of both to pluralitywhen he observedthat 'A stronomy and Geologyowe much of their charm to the fact that they suggest thoughtsofother forms of life than those with which we are familiar'; the spatial removes which astronomy sought to traverse werec omparable with the temporal remoteness of previous ages for the geologist; the 'epochs when those monsters throve and multiplied' are almost interchangeable for the supposition of life 'upon other celestial bodies'. 44 The assertion of parallels between disciplines and the extension of evidence from one to another varied from writer to writer. De Quincey,Murraynotes, found in the image of the phoenix ameans of refuting an idea of successivet ime that geologyw as seen to suggest. 45 Another equivalence between scientific disciplines was drawn by Robert Chambers, whose Vestiges of the NaturalH istoryo fC reation was published anonymously in 1844, and assumed pluralityo nt he basis of evidence from the disciplines of biologya nd geology -a nd proceeded in precisely the direction that Thomas Chalmers had prohibited: 'topass on from the astronomyofthe different planets, and to attempt the natural historyoftheir animal and vegetable kingdoms'. 46 Chambers asserted the affinitybetween the globule at the molecular level and the nebula at the cosmic. The universal forms, Chambers claimed, wereable to produce worlds and life: 'analogywould lead us to conclude that the combinations of the primordial matter,f orming our so-called elements, are as universal as to take place everywhere, as are the laws of gravitation and centrifugal force'. 48 The absenceofmammals on the Galapagos Islands, reported in Darwin's Voyage of the Beagle (1845), only reinforced Chambers'i dea of the programmatic development of species hierarchies: it appearedt oh im that life evolved in similar patterns on different partso fE arth, but that some placesh ad not yetr eached their time for developing higher forms of life. 49 This heterogeneous development of species in time and location was taken as adomestic version of how, analogysuggested, they would develop on other planets also.
In Of the Plurality of Worlds (1853), Whewell applied his views on scientific method to the question of pluralityi nr esponse to the successo fC hambers' Vestiges and to refute its conjectures of variant life forms developing on other planets; 50 his concern was both methodological (asserting the proper and carefulmode of inductive reasoning over loose analogical conjectures), and also spiritual: 'if Ve nus and Mars also havetheir inhabitants; if Saturn and Jupiter,globes so much larger than the earth, have aproportional amount of population; maynot man be neglected or overlooked? Is he worthy to be regardedb yt he Creator of all?' 51 He did not reject parallelism between the disciplines of geologyand natural history(and their application to plurality), but derived from them an anti-pluralist conclusion. He argued, in the chapter 'The Argument from Geology',t hat human life, while divinely ordained, only occupied a tinyfraction of Earth's historyasaplanet, and likewise that life was as rareinthe space of the universe as it was in the time of Earth's geological history. The decision to engage one scientific discipline (geology) to policethe pluralist inferences apparently encouraged by another (natural history) should also be understood in light of Whewell'se xtensive writings on the inductiven ature of scientific interpretation. Personifying induction in female form, Whewell affirmed that 'she does more than Observation, inasmuch as she not only collects facts, but catches some connexion or relation among them'. 52 Induction might contain acreativeprocessonthe partofthe observer,b ut it was not the same as assuming from as ingle instance( the flora and fauna upon earth) that similar processes of life and evolution (species history) were taking placeo nother planets.
Evolutionarytheory, if applied to other planets, provoked the hypothesis of other species forms, and challenged the special status of Earth that Chalmers declared (at least until visual evidenceo fo ther life-forms existed). Whewell resistedt hese extensions of theorybyarguing that space and time contain vast realms of emptiness, to which Earth and its inhabitants wereasacred exception. De Quincey'sr eaction to the apparentd emystification of the nebula and the expansion of space by powerful telescopes may havebeen singular in the force of its imagery, but it was embedded in advances of astronomical instruments, and servesasanexample of precisely the same sorto fe xtrapolation which Chalmers and Whewell warned against, and to which professional astronomers werea lso subject. On seeing ad raft of the article, Nichol commented that to characterize the nebula as Memnon (the figure with the Assyrian tiara) and Satan was 'morew orthyofo ne whom the moon has smitten, than of one who gazes calmly upon the stars'. 53 The narrativeofincreasing scientific objectivityin the nineteenth centuryisafamiliar one, but the diverse participation in the plurality debate showed the recurring tendency of amateurs and scientific popularizers to respond to the lureo fs uch fancies, as Iw ill discuss in the next section. Following BernardLightman and others, we should not simply discount these popular reflections of scientific questions, and their absorption into fiction, as inconsequential to 'proper' scienceo rt he historyo fi deas. 54 Also,t he increasingly empirical character of information derived from new technologies such as the spectroscope can be seen to have increased these speculatived epartures, and allowed for the boundaries between scientific enquiry, historiographical reflection and literarye laborations to remain porous.
III. Astral projection
Spectroscopy transformed astronomical knowledge by providing am eans for analysing the chemical composition of light-emitting objects. In 1859, Robert Bunsen and Gustav Kirchoff published their first paper announcing the application of spectrum analysis to the telescope; in 1864 William Huggins published his paper on the stellar spectra of fixed stars, providing evidence for the first time that celestial bodies weremade up of the same elements known on Earth, and that there seemed to be evidence that some nebulae wereg aseous and unresolvable. Huggins, in al ecture delivered to the BAAS in 1866, declared the significanceofthe new analysis, and at the same time reinvigorated the interpretation of other planets as analogical to ours:
The new branch of astronomical science which spectrum analysis mayb es aid to have founded has for its object to extend the laws of terrestrial physics to the other phenomena of the heavenly bodies, and it rests upon the now established fact that matter of asimilar nature common to that of the earth, and subject to laws similar to those which prevail upon the earth, exists throughout the stellar universe.
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The debate between the resolvers and anti-resolvers was effectively over and the potentially infinite task of categorizing stars according to their spectra began. Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison find the spectroscope representativeo fanew model for scientific objectivitythat arose in the late-nineteenth century, one which consisted of 'a scientific self equipped with as tern and vigilant conscience, in need not just of external training but also of afierce self-regulation'.
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Thomas Chalmers would surely haveapproved of this sentiment.
Thee ffect of spectroscopy upon the pluralityd ebate wasn ot, however, immediately to kill off speculations regarding the life and species-historyo fo ther planets under anew regime of self-regulation. On the contrary, it briefly reinforced the validity of analogical reasoning as ameans to hypothesize about the life and natureof other planets which, it couldnow be claimed, wereconstituted of similar materials to those on Earth. Froma round the mid-centuryo nwards, astronomical sciencea nd imagination responded to the idea of light as information: both as as ignatureo f material composition to be deciphered by the spectroscope, and as the visual recordof events from the past that would continue undiminished acrosss pace. 57 Lynda Nead develops an argument that the enhanced powers of visualization afforded by the telescopic photograph and the spectroscope encouraged the imagination of other,even morep owerful capacities for seeing; and that the pursuit of ever morea dvanced technologies of visualization was connected to an interpretation of planets and stars as 'gigantic projecting devices,throwing beams into outer space that boreentire histories of worlds and civilizations'.
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My interest is howt elescopy and spectroscopy encouraged the imagination of other worlds as counterparts of Earth, and stimulated an intersubjectivityb etween worlds that was not passiveb ut dynamic and reflexive. Also,t he message of spectrum analysis -t hat the universe was endlessly the samefound its corresponding historiographical orientation in the assertion of repetition rather than singularityand divine providence.
RichardProctor joined the pluralitydebate in 1870 with Other Worlds Than Ours, which soon ran to multiple reprintings. Proctor had established his credibilitya sa n astronomer with publications on technical and observational matters, but this and his prolific output as editor of the journal Knowledge meant that by the time of his death, 'Proctor had become the most widely read astronomical popularizer in the Englishspeaking world'.
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The connection for Proctor between spectroscopy and the imagination of other worlds was clear.Hedescribed the spectroscope as ' alight-sifter' enabling the astronomer 'tol earn the character of the orbs from which ... light proceeds' .
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The rapiditywith which analogical inferences from the spectroscope could moveb eyond the data of material constitution is clear:' we see at once, that in all probabilityt he other planets are constituted in the same way', and that 'The imagination suggests immediately the existenceo fa rtsa nd sciences, trades and 
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BenC arver manufactures, on that distant world'.
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There was ad esiret og ob eyondt he visible evidenceand not only to assume the presence of life, but to render alien life-forms as civilizations which may also be contemplating us.
When Proctor imagined ad istant observer watching military-historical events unfold on Earth, variant histories became conceivable: 'Wecan imagine, for example, an observer on Neptune watching the battle of Waterloo from the early dawn until the hour when Napoleon's heartwas yet full of hope, and our great captain was watching with ever-growing anxiety, as charge after charge threatened to destroy the squares on whose stedfastness [ sic ]depended the fate of acontinent' .
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The interplanetaryobservation of historywas athought exercise that allowed Proctor to imagine that events, even in the past, couldmaintain the qualityofcontingency -t hat they might have been otherwise. This recalls Chambers'idea, to which Chalmers and Whewell weresoopposed (before and after the publication of the Vestiges respectively): the contemplation of life developing out of the same materials and principles of formation as on Earth, but in different circumstances and with different results. Tina Yo ung Choi'sr ecent article illustrates howe volutionaryh ypotheses around the mid-centurya lso produced a tendency towardsh istorical alternatives; howt he idea of contingent evolutionary development encouraged the imagination of other worlds: 'Toask the reader to consider the point in branching between twoa lternatives, to envision that moment of indeterminacy or indecision, eventhoughthat point might be in the past, is to invite a reenactment of that divergence' .
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The return suggested in Proctor to an anticipatory moment, when historical outcomes hung in the balance, was achieved through consideration of the time taken for light to reach remote parts of the universe.
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The desiret op roject oneself into spacea nd onto the surfaceo fa nother celestial bodywas written about in depth and detail by James Nasmyth and James Carpenter in The Moon Considered as aP lanet, aW orld, and aS atellite (1874). In as ection titled 'A Flight of Fancy' they described the feelings of 'a thoughtful telescopist -w atching the moon night after night' ,a nd wrote that it is 'almost inevitable ... for such an observer to identify himself so far with the object of his scrutiny, as sometimes to become in thought al unar being '. 65 This was ap rocesst hat required imaginative completion of the visual data of the earthbound telescopist, who througha nalogy couldconfabulate aworld whose reality-status was indeterminate: . 'Yet, while our Neptunian would thus havet raced the progress of the battle from his distant world, the conflict would in reality havebeen long since decided, the final charge of the British armyaccomplished, the Imperial Guarddestroyed, Napoleon fugitive,and the Prussians, who to the Neptunian would be seen still struggling throughmuddy roads towards the field of battle, would haveb een relentlessly pursuing the scattereda rmy of France.'( Proctor, Other Worlds,p .3 22) 65. James Nasmytha nd James Carpenter, The Moon Considered as aP lanet, aW orld and a Satellite (London: John Murray,1 916), p. 257.
There is an irresistible tendency in the mind to pass beyond the actually visible, and to fill in with what it knows must exist those accessoryfeatures and phenomena that are only hidden from us by distanceand by our peculiar point of view.Wherethe material eyeis baffled, the clairvoyance of reason and analogycome to its aid. 66 The authors attempted to downplaythe departurefromthe observedtothe imaginary: these features were' only hidden from us by distanceand our peculiar point of view', and the exercise of 'clairvoyance' was legitimized throughi ts attachment to 'reason and analogy'-aphrasing which recalls, again, the prohibitions of Thomas Chalmers -a sdoes the chapter'stitle, 'A Flight of Fancy'.They went on to render in image and text (to which Figure3and the quotation belowrefer) the experienceofbeing seated on al unar crag and witnessing an eclipse of the sun by Earth:
At all parts wherethese conditions obtain, the lunar eclipse-observer would see the ring of light around the black earth-globe brilliantly crimsoned; at other parts it would have other shades of redand yellow, and the whole effect would be to makethe grand earthball, hanging in the lunar sky,like adark sphere in acircle of glittering gold and rubies. 67 The observation of sublime aesthetics in space, and of oneself as witness to this alien scenery, couldproduce atypeofanxietyverydifferent from theological uncertainty; it made space lonely.The 'dreary, desolate grandeur' with which Nasmyth and Carpenter invested the lunar landscape was illustrativeo fapattern in late nineteenth-century astronomical writing which will nowb ed iscussed: of thinking of the cosmos as uncomprehending and comfortless. 68 Nicholas CamilleFlammariondescribed theimaginative delights stimulated by the lightofplanets in 1880 in astrikingly similarway to Nasmythand Carpenter: 'Where is thethoughtfulmindthatcan seewithoutadmirationthe brilliant Jupiter, accompanied by hisf ours atellites, entering thefi eldo fat elescope inundatedw ithi ts light, or the splendid Saturn movinga long surrounded by hism ysteriousr ing, or ad oubles un scarleta nd sapphire,r evealing itself in them idst of thei nfinite night?' 69 Flammarion wouldlater foundthe Socié té Astronomique de France in 1887 andmanageits journal; like Proctor, hisoutputwas enormous andincludedbothtechnical andpopular works. Hislivelyinterest in Spiritismasabranchofscience extended hisrange beyond that of Proctor, however, andhis speculations were explored in workso nsubjectss uchasthe endo ft he worlda nd thev oyages of celestialb eings. 70 In Lumen (1872),adialogue betweentwo celestialspirits namedL umen andQ uarens,Flammarionpresented aless celebratorya ccount of thep leasures of astronomy. Ther eaderl earned that thes oul continueda fter corporeald eath,a nd that cosmic metempsychosis allowedu st ol ive many liveso nd ifferent planets before beingr eleaseda sp ures pirit; this spiritistc laim foregrounded theideaofsamenessand repetition rather than difference:
It seemed to me that Ih ad already experienced it ... .T he spectre of Brocken did not seem new to me. It was that Ih ad already lived in analogous regions on the planet in Virgo.T he same life, the same actions, the same circumstances, the same conditions. Analogies, analogies! Almost everything Ihad seen, done, thought on Earth, Ihad already seen, done, thought one hundred years beforeo nthe earlier world.
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The spectreo fB rocken (which we have already seen referredt oi nD eQ uincey,a nd which appears also in Goethe's Faust)was afitting example of experiencerepeated on multiple worlds, consisting as it did of an image of oneself cast outwards into space when illuminated in the right atmospheric conditions. Also notable in the passage is the suggestion of exhaustion or desolation at the prospect of ar epeating series of incarnations with equivalent or similar experiences. The junior spirit and narrator, Quarens, is overwhelmed with the information he receives from Lumen and the book endso nan oteo fd espaira tt he infinity of time, which is nowf ully apparent to the initiate.Q uarens hast he final wordso ft he texta sh ec onsiderst he consequences of never-ending, disembodiede xistence: 'Eternal life! ... Thebitter conceptionofthe universeasconstitutedby sameness(anotionsupported by the discoveries of spectroscopy), and asecular,lonely visiono fe ternity,i mplied ac orresponding conceptiono fo ur planet's history in an uncomprehending and indifferent universe; Richard Proctor conceded, in al ecture delivered in 1874, thatthe contemplationofEarth'sfuturehistory 'islikelooking beyond death; fornow imaginationpresentsour earthtousasaninert mass, notonlylifeless as at the beginning, butnolongerpossessing that potentiality of life which existed in her substancebeforelifeappeared uponher surface'.
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It wasnot surprising thatastronomy, and plurality in particular,weredrawn uponfor the figureswith which to challengea conceptionofhistory predicated on thetechnological progressofmodernity.
IV.A stral history
LouisA uguste Blanquiw rote L'E´ternité parl es astres at thea ge of 66,h avingb een sentencedtolifeimprisonmentbythe Thiers government forpolitical agitation(as he hadbeenbyevery Frenchgovernmentsince 1830). Acommitted plotter, he wasseized only days before theinsurrectioninParis of March1871. TheCommunardsare said to have offereda ne xchangeo fa ll theirp risoners forB lanqui -a no ffer whichT hiers refused.
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He wasr eleasedf romp risoni n1 879a nd died in 1881 of as trokea fter delivering apublicspeechonthe need foranamnesty forthe Communards.His absence from theCommune,which he might have ledtoadifferentoutcome,has to be treatedas aformative contextofhis astronomical hypothesis of thefulfilment of every historical outcomeonthe infiniteworldscontained in theuniverse. Itsthrust, however, wasnot a claimthatthe revolution wouldbefulfilledelsewhere.Instead,his hypothesis wasone of material eternity,a nd thei mpossibility of believing in thec oncept of progress in a universe in which, accordingtoscience,every historical outcomehad alreadytakenplace.
None of the existing critical commentaries on L'E´ternité par les astres considers it as an intervention in the pluralityd ebate, in which it clearly participated. Blanqui claimed that his conclusions wered rawn from Laplace'sn ebular hypothesis and the discoveries of spectroscopy;heassumed from the evidenceofthe latter (the universal presence of the same elements) that the number of these elements was finite. This view of equivalent planetaryconstitution was accompanied by an idea of eternal recurrence. Time was assumed to be infinite, and Blanqui inferred ac ommon interpretation of planetaryl ife-cycles according to which each celestial body underwent ap rocess beginning with birth as as tar,f ollowed by cooling and ap eriod of stability, then disintegration until the next collision restarted the process. This went on eternally,in an infinityo ft ime, and was ar eiteration of the material eternity of particles that ). Blanqui'sa ccount of planetaryf ormation is notable for its linguistic and imagistic richness:
When, after millions of centuries, one of these immense eddies of stars -h aving been born and now swirling around, dead together -i sable to coverthe open regions of space beforeit, then its borders will collide with other extinguished whirlpools arriving at the encounter.They will then enter into afurious mê lé ethat goes on for countless years on a battlefield that stretches across billions and billions of leagues. This partofthe universe is then little more than av ast atmosphere of flames, unrelentingly furrowed by the cataclysm's lightning bolts, that instantly volatilize both stars and planets. 76 This account of bodies colliding and initiating an era of chaotic rebirth was of course a description of the nebular formation of planets. It also projected aviolent conflict into the heavens, one which was revolutionaryi nt he word's twop rincipal meanings as both cyclical and tumultuous. Jacques Ranciè re argues that Blanqui'scosmogonywas political, for it belonged to his political demand that an equivalent re-imagination of universal processes takep laceo nE arth. 77 Thus, advances in astronomye nabled a mechanical vision of the heavens that supplanted prior descriptions of celestial order called upon to authorize stable and hierarchical systems of government which privileged stabilityand fixed relations between constituent elements. Of 'stabilityand security',i np olitics or the cosmos, 'the experienceo fc enturies and the universal testimonyvigorously reject such hallucinations as these'. 78 Another demystification was theological: eternitya nd resurrection could nowb e understood in material terms but with no consolatoryp ower.E arth was in the condition of as table but moribund planet after its life as as tar and prior to its disintegration into its comet phase of interplanetarydust. Our planet was said to have no long-term future, being bound by physical laws to descend eventually into eternal night and barrenness. Humankind would possess ah ospitable planet only for long enoughtodevelop aprimitiveknowledge of the physical natureofthe stars. 79 Given this implacable lawo fd estruction, humans, in an infinite universe, wereo bliged to accept av iew of planetaryr ebirth: 'Either there is resurrection of stars, or universal death'. 80 This statement wrested the concept of resurrection from aChristian context while maintaining its tropes: dead planets dwell in 'the night'sentombment'until 'the moment will come when their flame will again flash up likelightning'. 81 Eternityand resurrection became divorced from aC hristian narrativeo fs alvation by being rendered, Blanqui claimed, perfectly intelligible as physical processes by modern science. Planetaryhistory, knowledge of which was derived from the analysis of light, was made entirely material. Eternityd egraded to sempiternity,r esurrection to a processofcyclical renewal which was inimical to,not protective of, life and progress. The fate of the earth, likea ll planets, was to become a' floating grave' . 82 Blanqui concluded with ac osmologyw hich was felt as repetition both on the planetaryl evel ('The same monotonya nd the same apathyeveni nt he foreign stars' 83 )a nd also for individuals:
What Iwrite at this moment in the dungeons of the Fort du Taureau Iwill havewritten for eternity, on at able, withapen, in my clothes, in circumstances that are completely alike.A nd so it is, for each. 84 Therew as the perception of ad isturbing equivalenceo fo ur world and otherspresent in Nasmyth and Carpenter'simagination of lunar counterparts, moreexplicit in Flammarion's notion of repeated experience, and which found its most extreme expressioni n L' E´ternité parl es astres.B lanqui's declarationa gainstc ultural improvement( 'there's no progress!' 85 )w as,c rucially,d ependentu pon the achievements of atechnologically advancedculture,one in which academic disciplines werebecoming increasingly professionalized and governed by scientific values. Walter Benjamin recognized this when he wroteofBlanqui'shypothesis that: 'taking his data from the mechanistic natural science of bourgeois society, ... it is simultaneously the most terrible indictment of as ocietyt hat projects this image of the cosmosunderstood as an image of itself -a crosst he heavens'. 86 The illustration by 'J.J.' Grandville(Figure4)satirized the same technological selfsatisfaction that was the object of Blanqui'sa stronomical thesis; it was also included and commented on by Benjamin in The Arcades Project.G randville's caricaturew as aimed, surely,a tabelief in the universal application of modern engineering,a nd its capacities to transform all space as it had the cities of the western world. This domesticating and bourgeois perspectiveonthe universalityofaphase of culture was the object of Blanqui'sc ritique also,b ut rather than comic exaggeration, he punctured complacent worldviews throughamaterialist account of eternity and monotonous repetition. He alerted his readers to the topicalityo fh is thesis at moments in the text: while discussing the composition of stars, for example, he commented that hydrogen and oxygen weret he twoe lements which illuminated the universe 'ast hey illuminate the streets of Paris and London'-a ne quivalencea lso present in Grandville'sp ortrayal of the globular streetlamps among the stars and planets. 87 Comets, Blanqui compared with twoc ultural figures of the nineteenth century: vampires and 'pallid Bohemians'. 88 He directed his verdicto fu niversal repetition and monotonyto'men of the nineteenth century'and chose as the emblem of material eternitythe particularities of fashion: 'The number of our twins is infinite in time and space ....These twins are flesh and bone, in pants and jackets, in crinoline and chignon. These are hardly phantoms, rather the contemporarym ade eternal.' 89 Nebulae, fashion and contemporaryc ulturew erea rticulated by Benjamin when he wrote that ... it is precisely in this century, the most parched and imagination-starved, that the collective dream energyo fasocietyh as takenr efugew ith redoubledv ehemencei nt he mute impenetrable nebula of fashion, wheret he understanding cannot follow. 90 Nietzsche's use of astralfi gurest ol ambastt he complacencyo fm odernc ulture establishes him as an interlocutor of Blanqui -e veniftheir shared interestineternal recurrence wascoincidental. 91 Thehistoriographical aspectofthismoderncomplacency wasclear to Nietzsche as it wastoBlanqui. In his first'Untimely Meditation' ('David Strauss, the Confessorand the Writer'),heidentifiedthe dangers thatafflicted German culture in the aftermath of militaryvictoryoverFrance.These included an automatic and unreflecting homagetothe 'classics',which ledtothe self-satisfied view thatculture had alreadyp roducedi ts greatest treasures andt hat' all seeking is at an end' . 92 The historiographicaldimensiontohis attackoncontemporaryknowledgeappearedinthe second meditation.There wasnot only thewell-known characterizationofthe modern enquirer intohistory as an 'idlerinthe garden of knowledge'; 93 he built amoresustained critiqueo ft he 'excesso fh istory' (understooda sa'malady'), which referred to the extension of historicalk nowledgei ntoa ll areas of life. 94 Thisr ecalls Foucault's characterizationofthe centuryasthe onewhose 'great obsession'was history, 95 but for Nietzsche the proliferationofthe historicalsense tookknowledgeofthe pastbeyondthe mental capacities of individuals: '[history] will notbeviewed as awhole at all by that infinitesimalatom, the individual man',and will lead only to 'stupefaction'. 96 What then, did Nietzsche mean when he declared that the 'constellation of life and history' had been profoundly alteredbythe interposition of 'a gleaming and glorious star' -t hat is ' by science, by the demand that historyshould be ascience'; 97 and was his choiceo ft he astral figures ignificant? We should paya ttention to the reversal of the relationship between truth and visibilityt hat has been common to the writers discussed so far:n otwithstanding the role of the imagination or deliberately fictive accounts, astronomers consistently made observations of the stars the basis for conclusions about the natureo ft he universe -w hether those conclusions were speculativedepartures from such observations or not. The Moon Hoaxpretended to be the descriptions of the enhanced views made possible by an ew generation of telescope; LordR osse'st elescope seemed to haves olved the nebular debate, and the data of spectroscopy encouraged Proctort oi magine other counterpartw orlds; arguments about intelligent life on Mars hingedo nw hether Schiaparelli's interpretation of lunar observations was correct. Even Chalmers was prepared to concede other civilizations in the universe if visible evidencec ouldb ep roduced. Aconception of historywas pushed outwards into space, with conjectural beliefs and anxious reservations attending the development of instruments of seeing.
Nietzsche was thus taking at ypically countervailing stanceb yfi guring the 'demand' that historybescientific as acelestial body which had 'interposed' itself and altered the 'constellation'oflife and history. Astar thereforestood as an obstruction to the perception of constellations -w hich weret hemselves the projection of heroicmythic narratives and symbols into the cosmos; those myths affirmed the centralityof man to the universe, and they wered ispelled by the facts of positional astronomy. Man'sgreatest exploits no longer havethe stars as their archive or index (Nietzsche's laments requiret he masculine), and in precisely the same way historyh as been transformed so that it no longer servesthis purpose either.Inasplendidly aphoristic twist, Nietzsche wrote that it was not that historyw as insufficiently valued, but that the elevation of historya sa ne ver-accumulating,t otal field of knowledge had impoverished mankind: 'it is possible to value the study of historyt os uch ad egree that life becomes stunted and degenerate.' 98 Onceextended back towardsthe earliest origins, historybecame 'the scienceofuniversal becoming'.
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Heroic events couldnow be thought of in materialist terms, and no longer confinedt os ingle iterations. 'whenever the stars stand in acertain relation to one another aStoic again joins with an Epicurean to murder Caesar,a nd when they stand in another relation Columbus will again discover America'. 100 The achievements of science involved another reversion, for the information of astronomical sciencewould introduceanage 'when the astronomers haveagain become astrologers'. 101 By imagining multiple iterations of human historyo nE arth, Nietzsche was not stating the existenceofapluralityofworlds, but his vision of an endless repetition of historya mong the infinities of space and time draws him into close affinityw ith Blanqui'spluralism. It was likewise derivedfromamodel of scientific enquirywhich set itself the task of cataloguing the infinite range and historyofamaterial universe; and for Nietzsche this model was then applied to human historyo nE arth. The astronomers discussed in this article (Whewell, Nasmyth and Carpenter,P roctor) strained their eyes to reach conclusions for or against pluralityf romt he evidenceo f light transmissions which, if observers had sufficiently enhanced eyes or appropriate instruments, must contain the truths of the universe and its history. Nietzsche sawthe 'gleaming and glorious' light of stars and scienceasone which dazzled and obscured useful knowledge, and despite the wilful perversityofhis conclusions his decision to make light central to the debate about the role of man and human historyinamaterial universe was not untimely at all.
V. Conclusion: hidden things
Howthen are those hidden things to be revealed? How, for example, are we to lay hold of the physical basis of light, since, like that of life itself, it lies entirely without the domain of the senses?
